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Why self-watering? 

Plants need water to grow and can quickly suffer if they dry out. Even if they’re not damaged their growth 
can be checked. Self-watering containers allow the soil access to a reservoir water, sometimes called a 
‘wicking bed’. It waters plants from underneath the roots, rather than above. The soil and plants ‘wick’ water 
up from the underground reservoir resulting in improved growth and reduced water usage. Raised beds 
often need watering daily during summer. Wicking beds can last up to a week, depending on the size of the 
reservoir relative to the growing volume.  

Pros and cons  

Self-watering containers can make gardening possible in situations where it’s impossible to water regularly 
such as school and community gardens. If you go away in summer you might find your wicking bed is the 
only place that plants survive whilst you’re away. If you’re building raised beds it’s worth creating a reservoir 
in one of them for leafy crops that need more frequent watering. 

There is a moisture gradient through the wicking bed with the lowest level being wettest and the top being 
fairly dry. This gradient depends on the evaporation at the surface and the growing medium structure and 
ingredients. They’re essentially a container garden with a reservoir so will only do as well as the soil they 
contain.  
The water in the reservoir can become sludgy and smelly as the fine particles migrate into the water and the 
limited air results in anaerobic decomposition. They benefit from an annual clear out which in big beds can 
be a big job so they are well suited to annual vegetables that have fresh soil each year. 

The biggest downside is usually cost and maintenance (if you refresh them each year), but this is not much 
more than any container garden if you’re setting up from scratch. You can ‘retrofit’ a reservoir to an existing 
raised bed 

Build or buy? 

 
 

 
 

 

 

  

Build if… 

1. You’ve got the skills / tools 
2. You’ve got access to materials 
3. You want to reduce costs  
4. You need to tailor a bed for a site 

Buy if … 

1. You’re happy to pay for the convenience 
2. You’ll have to buy materials anyway 
3. You prefer the look of ready-made pots 
4. You’d like convert a purchased raised bed to a wicking bed 

Self-watering container basics 
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Parts of a self-watering bed 

Growing 
‘container’ 

Could be a raised bed, apple crate, polystyrene box, plastic storage box, rubbish bin or 
purpose built ‘box' 

Water reservoir Below the soil in which the plants grow 
Must be watertight / lined – no leaks 

The bigger the reservoir, the longer it will last without watering 

Support for soil Keeps soil above the water reservoir – could be gravel covered with weed mat 
Strong enough to support weight of soil and plants 

Barrier between 
soil and water 

You need to keep the soil out of the reservoir. Sometimes this is also the route water 
gets from the reservoir to the soil 

Wick If you haven’t got a barrier permeable to water you’ll need a ‘wick’ 

Overflow A drain level with the top of the reservoir / bottom of the soil so the soil doesn’t get 
waterlogged 

Filling pipe A pipe from the top of the soil down to the reservoir, possibly with a funnel to make 
filling easier 

Soil Good quality soil / compost blend to fill the bed /  

Five ways to the most of your ‘wicking bed’ 

1. Mulch Leave a ‘lip’ above the soil level to add a layer of mulch once plants are established. It helps keep 
more moisture in the soil by reducing evaporation and feeds the soil as it breaks down. 

2. Recycle water from the overflow Water flowing out of the bed will be full of nutrients. You can use it to 
water plants or pots 

3. Grow vertically You can add vertical supports to make use of the space above the bed / pot. Be careful 
you don’t push stakes into the bed so far that they puncture the material between the soil and the 
reservoir.  

4. Protect your crops Use a frame and bird or insect mesh to protect your plants or provide shade or wind 
protection. Use transparent plastic film to create a cloche if it’s cold 

5. Add a worm farm (if you’ve got space) Anything from a flower pot with a lid to a piece of downpipe can 
be used as a container to add worms and food to your bed as long as it has holes in so the worms can get 
in and out.  

Tips for getting started 

Start where you are with what you have…  
Convert a container or raised bed to a wicking bed 

Buy a self-watering pot  

Put a ‘saucer’ under all your containers – not a wicking bed but saves water and nutrients running away.   
Line a tray with a piece of thick polythene under seedling pots as a reservoir  
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